FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
trick,  and  so  they  are  now experimenting with  X-ray
chambers as storage rooms for Arctic farms.
The agricultural expert would find many other interesting
problems which are now attacked by Bogomolkin and his
staff. The Arctic—with its bad soil, large expansions and
sparse human population—needs mechanization more
urgently than any other part of the world. Special
machinery to clear the ground, to plough and hack, to
uproot the dense undergrowth and get through marshy and
frozen subsoil is now being constructed. It was tried out in
different places last summer.
Much attention is naturally given to animal life in the
North.    Our own domestic animals can be acclimatized
to the Arctic to a certain degree, I myself saw cows being
milked outside the Polar station on Dickson Island and was
told that the horse which works patiently for the scientific
staff of the station, got used to eating fish and even to
drinking alcohol since it came to the North.   Pigs do not
mind living next door to Polar bears as long as they are given
heated cots.    Cows will give milk and bear calves on any
Polar station.    They are being treated with ultra-violet
lamps, and the mating is timed so that the calves will be
born in spring.   Then they grow up in the comparatively
warm season  and  get  healthy and strong  on the rich
light of the Polar summer.   Poultry, too, get used to life on
Arctic   islands.     Two   years   of  experience—Bogomolkin
assured me—sufficed to prove that hens will live and lay
eggs even if they are never taken out into the open air at
all.   They accept fish and seaweed as part of their diet—
but, of course, they, too, insist on getting sufficient light, the
sun in the summer, electric lamps in the winter.   The aim
to be achieved in the next three years is the creation of
good fodder bases and stores in the second zone so that all
animals can be kept right up into the furthest regions of
the first zone, including  (theoretically)  the North Pole.
Once this is achieved the inhabitants even of the most out-
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